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INTRODUCTION

1. Background

Urbanization refers to migration of population 

from rural regions to towns and cities. As the 

cities and towns reap most of the benefits of 

innovations in the fields of science and technology, 
urbanization still continues to take place in them.
As a result of this, the cities and its suburbs spill

traffic over to the rural areas along their boundaries,Fig. Uncontrollable 
congestion worsenning day-by-day; 
encouraging people to seek new 
solutions.

and this spread is termed as urban sprawl. This 

phenomenon is a multifaceted concept, which 

includes the spreading outwards of a city and 

its suburbs to its outskirts to low-density and auto-dependent development on rural 
land, high segregation of uses (e.g. stores and residential), and various design features 

that encourage car dependency. This, in short-terms would be a perfect solution for 
individual preference. However, in terms of communal level, this ideology becomes 

destructive, causing many issues on socio-cultural, environmental, and economic 

domains. For an instance, development of a highway would cause various environmental 
issues including the destruction of habitat corridors. This therefore demands passive 

ways of sustainable approaches for the urban sprawl in agriculture based developing 

countries like Sri Lanka.

Un-managed ‘Sprawled’ cities 

could cause both losses of
surrounding natural land 

leading to many problems
such as floods due to blockage 

of natural rainwater drainage, 
social problems and threats 

with wasted lands, as well 
as increasing concerns about 
the environmental effects 

of automobile emissions, 
particularly in relation to 

climate change which are not

Fig The cityscape of Colombo. Eventhough this is the 
commercial capital of Sri Lanka, large amount of land, 
especially Rail road reservation, Land infront of Lakehouse, 
etc provide least contribution for the economic mechanism.



sustainable. Another instance 

on economy would be the land 

affordability which causes 

people to further move away; 
while creating blank spaces 

within the urban environment.
On the other hand, transportation 

needs will further require parking 

allotments, rail road reservations, 
rail yards, etc for its operation:

ai™'saa5 which causes more “unused 

lands” for passive development.Fig Petah, one of the busiest local commercial hub in Sri 
Lanka with rapid transactions. People and Vehicles both use 
the same road; causing a cumbersome chaos.

With a vision of “creating a 

better future for the world, economically, socially and environmentally”, Brundtland 

Commission has pioneered a concept called Sustainable Development under the 

publication of Our Common Future in 1987 (World Commission on Environment 
and Development, 1987). However, the world is still struggling to keep the concept 
“alive” in front of many practical contradicting factors such as an ever-increasing 

population, and more importantly, an almost exponential growth in the use of 

resources, many of them non-removable (Elkin et al., 1991). The world’s urban areas
therefore, play a significant role 

in terms of determining whether 
sustainable development is an 

achievable goal in front of these 

contradictions. This is mainly 

because, according to (Rodrigue, HI 

2005) the urban population is HP 

increasing proportionately with l| 

the global population. According ^ 

to (Haughton & Hunter, 1994) 
and (World Bank, 2004), the 

phenomenon of both population 

growth and urban population Fig Squatters and unauthorized settlements. A fine 
example for changing residential patterns; which 

increase is visible in Developing concentrates unauthorized development within the
city.Countries, such as Sri Lanka, 

India, Africa, etc. According to



(Barrett, 1973, p. 101), the primary reason for urban sprawl is the changing residential 
pattern of the urban core area (Central Business District - CBD). He further states, 
While population at the urban margin increases through ever expanding urban sprawl; 
the population of the inner residential zone adjacent to the CBD decreases. More and 

more people are living further and further away from the CBD; creating Urban Sprawl.

A question arise, how can we manage sprawling in a time where land demand is 

high for both agriculture and population growth? The solution lies on handling 

land with much care because it is a scare resource. Every inch of land is valuable and 

should not be wasted.

Wasting large amount of valuable lands within city centers for car parks should be 

minimized. Rather than developing horizontally, why not try vertical development? 

On the other hand, within current urban contexts, one could identify many wasted 

lands; even in Colombo, Sri Lanka’s business capital. (Trancik. 1986) states that most 
of the land of an urban context is wasted mainly due to parking requirements. 
What happens if these core areas are “compacted” to allow more while minimizing 

the parking requirements by implementing better transport solutions? It is obvious 

that the need of urban sprawling would be tremendously reduced if latter happens. 
Therefore, it is quite beneficial to study on strategic ways “of how”, which helps to 

achieve the above aspect.

Transit Oriented Development (TOD)a.

The concept of Transit 
Oriented Development 

^ has been identified as one 

2- of the most sustainable 

efforts of urban designing

*

Vv:/■

s’vV-

*•* .*
r* *r by many researches and 

urban planners (Cervero 

R. , 2001) (Belzer & 

Autler, 2002) (Dittmar 

& Ohland, 2003). In 

essence, TOD means 

the creation of denser, 
mixed use activity nodes 

connected by high quality

<:

jPR,5T.
•* U.

Fig The primary intention of TOD: pedestrians are prominent than 
vehicles; thus, making compacted development with more public 
realm.



public transportation. Proponents believe that a combination of design features will 
induce travel mode shifts that result in reduced area-wide traffic congestion and 

improved air quality. These features include improved street connectivity, public 

amenities, and a concentration of residences and jobs in proximity to transit stations and 

commercial businesses. As an additional benefit, the enhanced pedestrian environment 
will increase “casual encounters” among neighbors that can contribute to a sense of 

community.

2. Need of the Study

One of the primary reasons for unpopularity of the concept of TOD is the unavailability 

of successful implementation theory to be practiced within a region. These lead many 

organizational bodies to be discouraged from using the concept (Belzer & Autler,
2002).

No universal working definition of transit-oriented development 
exists. Often, the actors engaged in TOD projects bring different 
goals to the table, pursue strategies that work at cross-purposes to 

each other, and lack unifying policy objectives.

(Belzer & Autler, 2002)

This lack of clarity in the definition of TOD may exacerbate legitimate disagreements 

about what constitutes “good” TOD. Should TOD aim to maximize revenue to 

the transit agency through lucrative ground leases or seek to minimize the use of 

automobiles? Should TOD be designed to maximize ridership or to help revitalize the 

station area? Should it try to maximize economic success or urban values? All of these 

are legitimate but sometimes mutually incompatible goals that may result in policies 

that work at cross-purposes to one another. And resolving them is made harder by the 

lack of a settled framework for assessment.

On the other hand, (Belzer & Autler, 2002) further states that the Planners have 

few guidelines for translating the concept of location efficiency into concrete 

prescriptions for TOD in different settings. What makes a place has not been 

codified.

The picture grows even more complicated when planners begin to look beyond retail. 
Different types of employers and occupations are likely to generate different levels of 

transit use. What types of employers or real estate types are best suited to being located



near transit? Can the role of a station area as an employment center be reconciled with 

its role as a neighborhood? What types of employment mesh best with retail? This 

general problem of information shortfalls is made more acute by the fact that most of 

the research in these areas does not focus on transit-oriented development specifically. 
But mixed-use represents less a particular species of mixed-use development than a 

special case entirely. This therefore, demands for an attempt of identifying a working 

set of guidelines for the TOD concept.

Intention, Scope and Limitations3.

The study aims on identifying a working set of design framework while identifying 

successful TOD features for the developers and planners to be used when selecting 

locations for development as TOD precincts: with the aid of existing literature and 

case examples. In order to further strengthen the proposed guidelines it is important to 

apply-and-test for each existing case examples. However, this is not possible due to the 

limited time period therefore; only three major case examples have been selected. On 

the other hand, unavailability of case examples of a TOD approach or even a garden 

city concept in Sri Lanka is another issue which caused for the movement of foreign 

examples.

It is not the intention of this study to develop a new theory, but to integrate some 

dispersed concepts together.

4. Method of Study

It is not possible to attempt any working guidelines for Transit Oriented Development 
without having a clear understanding about the concepts. Therefore, the term 

Transit Oriented Development should be literally validated together with the 

concepts and ideologies about its successiveness defined by the experts on the field. 
Research articles published by universities and government institutions would be used 

to fulfill this aspect. The primary attempt under this would be to identify' characteristics 

that should exist within a successful TOD as defined by the expertise.

An attempt would then be made to identify and analyze the characteristics with case 

examples which would provide an approach for some detailed guidelines; i.e. the 

expected outcome. Data of the case examples will be collected with literature basis and 

is processed under the key domains of;

Its previous situation



Available/Enacted infrastructure and Institutional Framework

Land Usage Decisions made

Identified TOD friendly features

The proceedings will be used for its analysis which would further gives out a working 

set of guidelines.



Chapter One

THE CONCEPT OF TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

1.1 “Automobile Dependency” and its after-math

During the early 20th century, people of the urban communities of industrialized 

countries were used to move away from the polluted cities to newly created suburbs. 
Transport networks such as railway, street-car, and busses provided the linkage 

between the urban core and sub-urban areas.

However, the interdependence between housing, jobs, and transit inherent to the early 

streetcar suburbs was broken apart by the automobile. Starting in the 1930s, roads, 
including highways, became the preferred transportation infrastructure in both 

developed and developing countries. Development was no longer dependent on 

transit, the link between transit and development was severed, and developers got 
out of the business of building transportation systems (Belzer & Autler, 2002).

Professors Peter Newman and Jeff Kenworthy (Kenworthy & Newman, 1990) have 

coined this phenomenon as “Automobile Dependency ”. They further reveals that when 

it comes to automobile use, there is a spiraling effect where congestion produces the 

‘demand9 for more and bigger roads and removal of ‘impediments' to traffic flow, 
such as pedestrians, signalized crossings, traffic lights, cyclists, and various forms 

of street-based public transit such as streetcars (trams).

This makes the emergence of wider roads which guarantees pleasurable and 

advantageous automobile usage at the expense of other modes of transport; however on 

the other hand, would create more and more traffic volume. Additionally, the urban 

design of cities adjusts to the needs of automobiles in terms of movement and space. 
Buildings are replaced by parking lots. Open air shopping streets are replaced 

by enclosed shopping mall. Walk-in banks and fast-food stores are replaced by 

drive-in versions of themselves that are inconveniently located for pedestrians. Town 

centers with a mixture of commercial, retail and entertainment functions are replaced 

by single-function business parks, ‘category-killer' retail boxes and ‘multiplex' 
entertainment complexes, each surrounded by large tracts of parking. According 

to (Kenworthy & Newman, 1990) this results in congestion, and the cycle above 

continues. Roads get ever bigger, consuming ever greater tracts of land previously 

used for housing, manufacturing and other socially useful purposes. Therefore, the
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public transit becomes less and less viable and socially stigmatized, eventually 

becoming a minority form of transportation. People’s choices and freedoms to 

live functional lives without the use of the car are greatly reduced. Such cities are 

automobile dependent.

issue ofAutomobile dependency is primarily
environmental sustainability due non-renewable resource consumption and

as anseen

the production of greenhouse gases responsible for global warming. It is also an 

issue of social and cultural sustainability. By creating gated communities, the 

private automobile produces physical separation between people and reduces 

the opportunities for unstructured social encounter that is a significant aspect 
of social capital formation and maintenance in urban environments (Arbury, 2005) 
(Mierzejewski et al., 2002).

During the 1980s and 1990s, issues associated with automobile dependence and urban 

sprawl, such as environmental impacts and social dislocation, led to the emergence of 

new movements in planning theory such as ‘Responsive Environments’ in England 

and ‘New Urbanism’ in North America. In 1993 Peter Calthorpe, defined ‘transit 
oriented development’ in his publication The Next American Metropolis and practices 

(Calthorpe, 1993) that could be applied in Greenfield, Brownfield and infill situations. 
These drew on earlier ‘garden city’ planning concepts from the United Kingdom, such 

as the self-contained ‘urban village’ and ‘traditional neighborhood development’, but 
were presented in a contemporary way.

1.2 Concept of Transit-Oriented-Development (TOD)

1.2.1 Attempts of defining the concept

Transit oriented development is a planning concept that promotes the creation of a 

network of well-designed, Human-scale urban communities focused around transit 
stations (Tomorrow’s Queensland - Queensland Government, 2011). (Wikipedia, 
2011) defines the term as a mixed-use residential or commercial area designed to 

maximize access to public transport, and often incorporates features to encourage 

transit ridership.

According to (Mierzejewski et al., 2002) TOD involves a mix of land uses, including 

commercial/retail, business, residential housing (various types and prices), and 

community amenities, such as childcare centers, schools, libraries, public services.

8



local government offices, and community parks. Quite often a transit station is 

central to TOD with high-density development surrounding the stations while getting 

progressively less dense as it spreads outward. The development is compact, and the 

streets are built in an interconnected urban grid pattern. Auto-oriented land uses, 
such as gas stations or restaurants with drive-through windows, are discouraged.

(Tomorrow’s Queensland - Queensland Government, 2011) further elaborates the 

concept as a development activity located along or within walking distance to 

transit routes that “mixes residential, retail, office, and public uses in a walk 

able environment, making it convenient for residents and employees to travel 
by transit, bicycle, or foot.” The main purpose of TOD is enhancing mobility by 

decreasing reliance on the automobile and by encouraging use of alternate modes 

of transportation such as transit, walking, and biking.

In developing its first transit-oriented ‘village’ at Wellard in the burgeoning southern 

suburbs of Perth, Western Australia, Peet Limited has tried to implement a classic 

definition of Transit Oriented Development.

The transit village or TOD is a compact, mixed-use, walkable 

community, centered on the transit station that, by design, invites 

residents, workers, visitors, and shoppers to drive their cars less and 

ride mass transit more.

(transitvillages.org, n.d.) as cited in (Curtis et al., 2009, p.201)

(Cervero et al., 2004) describes the typical TOD in the following terms. The Transit 
village extends roughly 400 meters from a transit station, a distance that can be 

covered in about 5 minutes by foot; the centerpiece of the transit village is the transit 
station itself and the civic and public spaces that surround it; the transit station is what 
connects ‘village’ residents and workers to the rest of the region, providing convenient 
and ready access to downtown, major activity centers like a sports stadium, and other 
popular destinations; and, the surrounding public spaces or open grounds serve the 

important function of being a community gathering spot, a site for special events, and 

a place for celebrations.

As one can notice, TOD is being defined in various ways; as (Cervero et al., 2004) 
says; There is no universally accepted definition of TOD. (Cervero et al., 2004) 
further states that, some definitions relate to smart-growth and sustainability principles 

in general, although most focus on the design characteristics of transit-supportive

9



environments. Most definitions emphasize the importance of high-quality walking 

environments. However, in general, there is agreement within the professional transit 
community as to what constitutes a TOD; they are as follows (Cervero et al., 2004);

A pattern of dense

Diverse

• Pedestrian-Friendly land uses near transit nodes that, under the right 
conditions, translates into higher patronage.

Therefore, this research is based on a definition focused on design characteristics 

covering three constituents defined by (Cervero et al., 2004). Thus, a summary could 

be generated which preludes the key characteristics of a TOD as;

A rapid and frequent transit service

High accessibility to the transit station

A mix of residential, retail, commercial and community uses

High quality public spaces and streets, which are pedestrian and cyclist
friendly

• Medium- to high-density development within 800 meters of the transit 
station (i.e. the TOD precinct)

Reduced rates of private car parking.

A more concise working definition on the term is given by (Hale & Charles, 2006) as;

TOD is a vibrant, relatively dense and pedestrianised mixed-use 

development precinct, featuring quality public space and immediate 

access to high-frequency public transit.

(Hale & Charles, 2006)

(Hale & Charles, 2006)’s definition is further detailed under 1.3.

10



1.2.2 Key design features of a TOD

A key element of TOD is making streets attractive, convenient, and safe for 

pedestrians and bicyclists (Puget Sound Regional Council, June 1999) & (Victoria 

Transport Policy Institute, 2011). People are more likely to walk or bicycle in an 

attractive environment they feel comfortable and safe in. Streetscape enhancements 

used to make streets more attractive involve trees, lighting, benches, building awnings, 
weather protection, and other amenities. Added convenience is given to pedestrians 

by having smaller blocks, buildings that are located close to the street with entrances 

directly connected to the public walkway, retail located on the ground level with 

businesses and housing above, and easily accessible transit stops with comfortable 

waiting areas. Narrow streets with wide sidewalks, traffic calming measures 

such as speed bumps or roundabouts, cross walks, and continuous walking and 

bicycling routes create a safe environment for pedestrians and bicyclists.

To balance the needs of automobiles with the needs of other transportation 

modes, parking and access management is also an important component of TOD 

(Mierzejewski et al., 2002). Shared parking is utilized, and parking is placed on the 

street (on-street parking takes up much less land area than off-street parking), behind 

buildings, underground, and in carefully designed and located parking structures rather 

than large surface lots.

While these are the traditional TOD characteristics found in a general literature review, 
TOD approaches can differ significantly across regions due to various circumstances, 
such as differences in land development regulations and zoning ordinances, market 
factors, development/redevelopment opportunities, public transit services, resources, 
and the state of the present and future regional economy (Puget Sound Regional 
Council, June 1999).

Every TOD project may not incorporate all of the design characteristics described 

above, but some features may be critical depending on the particular goals of that 
development. For that reason, it is important that the particular goals to be achieved 

by the TOD be defined early in the development of the TOD (Mierzejewski et al., 
2002).

11



1.2.3 Evolution

1.2.3.1 Early 20* Century

At those times, typically, the streetcar lines and their adjacent residential communities 

were developed by a single owner who built transit to add value to the residential 
development by providing a link between jobs in an urban center and housing at the 

periphery. Indeed, the phrase “development-oriented transit” more aptly describes 

these places than does “transit-oriented development,” since private developers built 
transit to serve their development rather than vice-versa (Belzer & Autler, 2002). As 

part of this formula, streetcar stops often had small retail clusters to serve commuters 

as well as local residents. These small commercial districts are, to some extent, the 

precursor of modern TOD and represent a good balance between place and node.

1.2.3.2 Post-War Era

During the post world-war-II era, a decline in transit use was evident since most of 

the rail road’s were dismantled or abandoned. However, transit was still in operation, 
but relied much more heavily on buses as the primary mode in most regions (Belzer 
& Autler, 2002). Bus systems were subservient to the automobile, using the same 

streets and experiencing the same congestion, and in most cases bus service had less 

influence on land-use patterns than fixed-rail transit. With the exception of some of the 

commuter suburbs around older cities such as Boston, New York, and Chicago, which 

continued to function reasonably well as transit-based communities, most transit had 

become a last resort rather than a reliable transportation option tied to development.

As congestion worsened, a new generation of transit systems was planned and 

built. The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system, MARTA in Atlanta, 
and Metro in the Washington, D.C. area were opened in the 1970s. These systems 

were built with an entirely different rationale than their predecessors. They were built 
primarily to relieve congestion, funding was provided entirely by the public sector, and 

little or no additional land was purchased by the transit agencies to ensure that there 

would be any link between current transit investments and future development patterns 

(San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District, 2011), (Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid 

Transit Authority, 2009), (Belzer & Autler, 2002).

These systems were also designed explicitly to work with the automobile, with 

the assumption that most people would drive to suburban stations rather than

12



walking, biking, or riding feeder-bus systems (Belzer & Autler, 2002). In this case, 
these systems were viewed as primarily serving a regional purpose, and the stations 

were considered nodes within this larger system, with little regard for the local place 

where each station was located. Because of the philosophy with which they were 

built, many stations are now characterized by large amounts of entrenched parking 

rather than intimate connections to vibrant neighborhoods. Large expanses of 

surface parking or parking structures create barriers between the station and the 

surrounding community.

1.2.4 Modern Trends and Benefits pushing TOD forward.

Many of the reasons for the exodus of residents from city life years ago are issues no 

longer. New technologies allow architects, planners, engineers and builders to create 

an urban residential environment that offers a far better standard of living than that 
offered by the city of 100 years ago. This includes improved sanitation, noise buffering, 
stricter building codes, and better building materials. Since the beginning of the flight 
out of the city during the days of the streetcar, people now no longer bum coal, wood, 
and kerosene for light and heat. As a result, urban air quality has improved. Over the 

years, stricter federal standards on motor fuels and vehicles have reduced emissions. 
With the exception of carbon dioxide, technology changes have more than offset the 

effects of degrading air quality from increasing vehicle miles traveled. In addition, 
new hope is on the horizon from promising new technologies, such as hydrogen fuel 
cells and hybrid vehicles.

In a report published by (Cervero & Duncan, 2001) has revealed four major trends 

which have pushed the TOD movement forward within the world community. They 

would be;

• Present day’s public policy environment has become more receptive to 

the integration of transportation and land use planning with laws.

• A shift in demographics; Young single adults, childless couples, “empty 

nesters” wanting smaller homes, and immigrants are emerging as new markets 

for transit-based housing.

• Due to the ever-increasing problem of traffic congestion, some people 

are choosing to live near transit to make their commutes easier.

Companies are starting to relocate around transit station areas to provide

13



employees with additional commuting and housing choices.

It is widely believed that the benefits of transit oriented development accrue to the 

transit system, the local host government, society, and individuals wrho live and work 

there. More research is still needed to build supporting empirical evidence for this belief 

(Boarnet & Crane, 1995), (Cervero, 1996), (Crane, 1996). Nonetheless, many assert 
that TOD has significant benefits for transit, including more efficiency in transit 
service and increased transit ridership. Well-connected streets and destinations 

that are closer together can help achieve improved efficiency in the form of more 

direct routes and frequent service. According to one source, people living near a 

transit station are up to six times more likely to commute to work by transit than 

other people living in the same region (Puget Sound Regional Council, June 1999). 
Increased ridership will result in higher transit revenues.

It is believed that local governments benefit financially from TOD. First compact 
development lowers the infrastructure costs associated with dispersed development 
such as roads, parking facilities, schools, sewer and water lines, and fire stations. 
Second, properties close to transit stations and TOD often have increased property 

value. Higher property values, plus the increase in economic activity caused by TOD, 
create a larger tax base for local governments (Puget Sound Regional Council, June 

1999).

It is believed that society benefits from TOD due to compact development, integrated 

land uses, and a pedestrian friendly environment that all contribute to a balanced 

transportation system. Clustering commercial, public, and recreational services 

near transit stations and within walking distance of where people live and work 

reduces the need to drive automobiles and shortens travel time and distances, 
reducing overall traffic congestion. For example, residential development near the 

Pleasant Hill BART station in suburban San Francisco generates 52 percent fewer 
peak period auto trips than typical residential development and office development 
generates 25 percent fewer trips than typical office development (Belzer & Autler, 
2002). In addition, a reduction in automobile use by reducing the need to travel 
beyond the TOD community leads to decreased pollution and improved air quality.

Other goals include supporting local growth management objectives, maximizing 

use of existing transit service, and improving quality of life. These goals are societal 
goals—ones that appeal to the sensibilities of local government staff, whose job it is to 

guide development in a way that is best for society as a whole. Making TOD successful

14



will depend on how it can be effectively marketed to the individual homebuyer and 

business owner.

Lastly, many assert that individuals do benefit from TOD due to the increase in 

accessibility and transportation choice it provides to the businesses and residents 

within the TOD. While suburban residents might not perceive these as valuable 

benefits, increased transportation choice translates into more mobility; especially for 
low-income and transit-dependent people (Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2011). 
The benefit of increased accessibility is not limited to the area around the TOD. 
Having transit facilities nearby connects residents and workers to the rest of the 

region. TOD may make having a car an option, not a necessity. Some households are 

able to reduce the number of cars owned as walking; bicycling and transit become 

effective means of travel, translating into significant savings in transportation costs. 
Additionally, TOD typically reestablishes places that serve as town squares, where 

people can congregate and develop a sense of community.

1.3 Identifying the success of a TOD: A performance criteria

(Hale & Charles, 2006) proposed that there are three essential success factors for TOD 

precincts. These are:

• High frequency, high capacity public transit linking the precinct to the 

wider metropolitan area and providing good access. The transit should be 

integrated sympathetically with the precinct.

• Mixed-use development with street-front retail. Longer opening hours 

are an indicator of success. Offices and workplaces provide a support base 

of customers. Residential accommodation provides additional patrons - who 

hold a stake in the liveability of the precinct. The development needs to be 

competitive and viable in the open property market.

• Public space provision that, while generous, is never too large that the 

space becomes empty and loses its lively character. Cafes and restaurants 

should intermingle with public space. Up-market design is required for public 

space.

Expanding (Hale & Charles, 2006) and the Definitions of (Belzer & Autler, 2002) 
lists six performance criteria for use in evaluating project outcomes, with 

relative importance of the criteria to be based on the major goals the TOD sets out to
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accomplish. (Belzer & Autler, 2002) suggest that, while physical characteristics are a 

“necessary element,” focusing instead on project outcomes as a benchmark of success 

allows a framework for tradeoffs that most projects must make (Belzer & Autler, 2002) 
(Mierzejewski et al., 2002). These six criteria are summarized below.

1.3.1 Location Efficiency

Ample evidence demonstrates that, on average, residents of denser urban 

neighborhoods own fewer cars, drive less, and walk and ride transit more than 

residents of suburban areas (Belzer & Autler, 2002). This is true even when controlling 

for income. This suggests that reduced auto dependency will result from an effective 

blending of convenient and efficient transportation links (node functions) with 

enhancements of the ability to carry out most everyday tasks close to home (place 

functions).

This connection can be captured in the concept of location efficiency. Simply put, 
location efficiency converts driving from a necessity into an option. This permits 

households that take advantage of the characteristics of the neighborhood to spend less 

on transportation by driving less or even by owning fewer cars. The concept of location 

efficiency has been incorporated into the location-efficient mortgage program, which 

allows homebuyers who spend less on transportation by choosing a location-efficient 
neighborhood to borrow more money than they would qualify for under conventional 
mortgage lending practice.

According to (Rodrigue et al., 2006) , synchronizing commercial activities with 

transport systems would be much beneficial for both passengers and merchants since 

ease of access; thus was the spontaneous way of creating business districts. This 

therefore creates an unbreakable link between transportation and commercial 
activities.

Location efficiency therefore requires neighborhoods that provide high-quality 

transit, a mix of uses, and pedestrian-friendly design. Proximity to transit is just 
one of several key variables that determine the location efficiency of a neighborhood. 
Other critical factors include net residential density, transit frequency and quality, 
access to community amenities, and a good quality pedestrian environment (good 

sidewalks, safety, reasonable topography). Location efficiency can be enhanced by 

the introduction of additional mobility choices such as car sharing, which makes it 
even more feasible for residents not to own a car.
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Even with all these features, however, it is probably not realistic to expect suburban 

residents to develop the same travel patterns as urban residents no matter what 
type of neighborhood they live in. Although there has been little comprehensive 

research on the ability of location-efficient design to affect overall travel behavior, a 

number of studies have focused on retail behavior. These studies make clear that not 
all residents of location-efficient neighborhoods will own fewer cars per family or give 

up car ownership entirely. Not all will work within walking distance of home or do all 
their shopping locally.

1.3.2 Value Recapture

The benefits of location efficiency result in direct savings for individuals and 

households, such as fewer automobile and parking expenses. This would be of greatest 
benefit to low and middle-income households. Savings would also be realized on a 

regional and national level, through the need to build fewer roads, parking facilities, and 

other related infrastructure. The capture of these savings by households, developers, 
and local governments could result in measurable outcomes, such as increased 

homeownership rates (first-time homebuyers using more location efficient mortgages) 
or more adequate housing stock, and reduced individual and community spending on 

transportation, which means greater discretionary spending.

These savings from reduced parking costs (whether in residential units or other 
development) can be captured by households, developers, and local governments. They 

can be invested in assets, like housing, that appreciate in value over time and allow 

for individual household wealth accumulation. Collectively, they can be investment 
in better design and place-making amenities, parks, and other elements that 

improve the quality of development and the built environment overall.

This is why the overall, residents of denser, more transit-rich metropolitan areas pay 

less for transportation than their counterparts in auto-dependent metropolitan regions 

- even when the cost of public investments in transit is included in the calculation 

(Mierzejewski et al., 2002). (Belzer & Autler, 2002) further identifies some measurable 

outcomes associated with value recapture including:

• Increased homeownership rates or more adequate housing, especially 

among borderline income groups. This can be accomplished through:

Increased use of location efficient mortgages.o
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Creation of housing units with lower-than-average parking 

ratios where the cost savings from parking reductions are passed on to 

consumers.

o

• Reduced individual and community spending on transportation and 

therefore greater discretionary individual and community spending. This 

can include spending a portion of the collective savings on enhanced public 

amenities such as streetscaping, parks, or better transit.

1.3.3 Livability

At its core, transit-oriented development strives to make places 

work well for people. While to some livability may conjure up the 

idea of vague and unimportant concepts irrelevant to such "nuts and 

bolts” issues as prosperity, in fact livability and quality of life are 

increasingly viewed as closely connected to economic development. 
Moreover, much evidence indicates that many people are 

increasingly frustrated with air pollution, long commutes, traffic 

congestion, and the difficulty of running errands. Quality of life has 

emerged as a critical concern for its own sake

(Belzer & Autler, 2002).

Livability is subjective and defies easy definition. No definition can be completely 

“objective” or value free. Nevertheless, it is possible to arrive at a definition of 

livability that is based on collective subjectivity7 rather than the values of a 

particular individual. Numerous attempts have been made to define, measure, and 

track the livability of places over time using indexes defined by citizens on the basis 

of what they feel is important. These indexes focus on livability or quality of life 

generally rather than TOD specifically. Nevertheless, they usually contain a variety of 

criteria that are directly or closely related to land use and transportation issues.

Therefore, it can be coined that TOD-related measures of livability listed by 

(Mierzejewski et al., 2002) include better regional air quality, lower gas consumption, 
increased mobility choices, less congestion, personal time savings through shorter 
commutes, improved pedestrian access (to retail, public services, recreation, culture, 
and public parks), improved public health and safety, and better economic health.

According to (Belzer & Autler, 2002), the Measures of livability that relate directly or
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indirectly to transit-oriented development include the following:

Improved air quality and gasoline consumption.

• Increased mobility choices (pedestrian friendliness, access to public 
transportation).

Decreased congestion/commute burden.

• Improved access to retail, services, recreational, and cultural 
opportunities (including opportunities for youth to get involved in extra
curricular activities within the neighborhood).

Improved access to public spaces, including parks and plazas.

Better health and public safety (pollution-related illnesses, traffic
accidents).

Better economic health (income, employment).

1.3.4 Financial Return of Investment

TOD projects must be financially feasible to become a reality and be successful. 
Financial goals include a larger tax base for local governments due to increased 

property values, increased retail sales, and a larger number of taxpayers as a result 
of more property owners living in denser development. Other financial goals include 

higher transit revenues from fare boxes and ground leases, higher return on investment 
for the developer, shorter commute times and easier employee access for employers. 
The estimation of financial return is often the deciding factor whether or not to proceed 

with TOD. However, the use of a community-wide planning approach with all the 

necessary stakeholders represented at the negotiation table encourages TOD evaluation 

not only on its financial return but also on other important criteria.

1.3.5 Choice

TOD should provide people with a greater diversity of types and price ranges of housing 

to choose from, a large range of retail and commercial businesses within walking 

distance, and a balance of transportation options. One of the basic core problems of 

suburban style development is the lack of options it provides residents. This is most 
limiting to low and middle income residents.
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1.3.6 Efficient Regional Land Use patterns

Transit-oriented development can foster much more efficient patterns and cut down 

on traffic generation. For example, near the Pleasant Hill BART station in suburban 

San Francisco, residential development generates 52 percent fewer peak period auto 

trips than ITE Trip Generation Manual projections of typical residential development. 
Equally importantly, those trips are shorter since services are immediately at hand and 

the station is located immediately adjacent to a regional freeway. Office development 
at the station generates 25 percent fewer trips than typical office development (Belzer 

& Autler, 2002). Thus, it includes, Results of efficient regional land use include less 

loss of farmland and open space, a better balance between jobs and housing, shorter 
commutes, less congestion and pollution, and more efficient delivery of essential 
community services.

1.4 Challenges

While TOD has gained popularity over the last decade, it is still not commonly practiced. 
For example, New Urban News reported that, for every one dollar spent in TOD, 
over $1,400 is invested in conventional suburban development (Puget Sound Regional 
Council, June 1999). With so many benefits believed to be associated with TOD, why 

hasn’t it become a more common form of development? A review of the literature and 

contact with local planning and transit agencies identified several challenges faced.

1.4.1 Financial Risk to Developer

Although TOD is gradually gaining more acceptances in the development community, 
it is still often hard to convince developers and financiers that TOD can be profitable 

(Belzer & Autler, 2002). Many developers and investors believe that TOD involves 

higher risks and costs than other types of development. Some conservative lending 

institutions require the facilities they invest in to have automobile oriented design 

features because they believe it will ensure a higher financial return (Puget Sound 

Regional Council, June 1999).

1.4.2 High initial Public Investment Costs

It is widely viewed that TOD can lower infrastructure costs in the long run but the 

initial TOD infrastructure needs can be considerable and can require extensive public 

investment. There is no single source of funds for TOD; instead, a number of funding
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sources are needed. Other municipal infrastructure development often competes with 

TOD for the same funding sources.

1.4.3 Unsupportive Regulatory Frameworks

One of the biggest challenges is that the regulatory framework of most municipalities 

is not supportive of TOD. It is common for cities to have zoning ordinances and land 

development codes designed for automobile oriented, single-purpose, suburban- 
scale development (Belzer & Autler, 2002). The physical requirements of zoning 

ordinances often restrict the necessary development density for TOD, through such 

provisions as maximums on floor area ratio (building floor area divided by lot area), 
height limitations, and minimum front setback of buildings, landscaping requirements, 
lot coverage maximums, and minimum parking requirements. An incentive to use 

transit is removed when high minimum parking requirements create conditions where 

parking is plentiful. Many zoning districts require one stall per 200-250 square feet of 

commercial space and 1.5-2 stalls per housing unit (Puget Sound Regional Council, 
June 1999). Land use restrictions in established suburban communities commonly 

segregate land use into single use districts, preventing the mix of land uses integral to 

TOD. In many cases, the segregation of land uses also prohibits offering a full range 

of housing types, such as apartments and townhouses, in addition to detached single
family units. All of these provisions prevent or discourage TOD and have contributed 

to the existing land use patterns that are not transit friendly.

1.4.4 Community Resistance

Resistance from the local neighborhood can pose a challenge to the implementation 

of TOD. Such resistance comes from residents of existing neighborhoods that may be 

targeted for transit improvements. Residents often have concerns that TOD will take 

away from the character of the neighborhood, create localized traffic congestion or 

lower property values (Belzer & Autler, 2002). The resistance also comes from new 

residents, as expressed by choices made to buy homes in the suburbs rather than in 

TOD.

1.5 A Summary

With the above findings, it could be coined some important steps which should be 

performed prior starting a TOD project for a selected area;

Step 1 - Feasibility Study (Primarily based on (Belzer & Autler,
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2002)’s Performance Criteria).

Step 2 - Implementation Strategies (Basic incentives
overcoming challenges)

Therefore, these two steps would provide the basis to perform the analysis of Case 

examples.

on
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Chapter Two

TOD CASE STUDIES: APPROACHES TO SUCCESS

2.1 Collingwood Village, Vancouver, BC

2.1.1 Introduction

2.1.1.1 Overview
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Fig - The Location of Collingwood area (Left): The ExpoLine Route Diagrame (Right).

Image Courtesy: TransLink

Collingwood Village is a high-density, mixed-use urban village centered on the 

Joyce-Collingwood Sky Train Station in Vancouver. The largest master-planned 

community in British Columbia (2,700 units, 11.3 hectares), it was originally assembled 

by the Vancouver Land Corporation, and later purchased by Concert Properties. The 

City and the developer negotiated a number of neighborhood amenities including a 

community centre, daycare and community policing station that have made this a 

truly complete urban village. Collingwood Village was developed within the context 
of a regional transportation and land use planning system that aims to focus growth 

around regional centers well served by transit. It is considered a highly successful 
transit-oriented development (TOD) that combines transit-supportive densities with 

good connections to the transit station and a mixed-use urban village. According to 

the survey of residents described later in this case study, 56 per cent use transit as their 
main means of travel to work.

2.1.1.2 Previous situation

The area around Joyce-Collingwood Station was previously an industrial and active
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rail yard area. When these uses eventually declined, not long after the Expo Line 

was opened, the large area of land was relatively easy to assemble, and for the City 

to rezone for high-density residential.

2.1.2 Infrastructure and Institutional Framework

L '■* -V The Joyce-Collingwood Sky Train 

Station is the eighth stop on the Expo Line 

from downtown Vancouver and a major 
contributor to ridership on the region’s 

rapid transit system. Developed in 1984 

by the Greater Vancouver Transportation 

Authority (known as Translink, and 

since renamed the South Coast British 

Columbia Transportation Authority) with 

funding from the provincial government, 
the Expo Line wras the first of Greater 
Vancouver’s Sky Train (elevated rail) 
line.

I Joyci - Collingwood
wnhu. -------------- ■ - _______

A second line (Millennium Line) was 

completed in 2002, one more is under 
construction and another is planned. 
Other components of the regional rapid 

transit network include the West Coast 
Express commuter rail system, SeaBusl and a growing rapid bus system along the 

region’s heavily populated major arterials.

Signage of Joyce-Collingwood Station at the Sky
Train Bridge (Above)

The Joyce-Collingwood Sky Train Station at dawn

Opened in 1986, the Expo line connects downtown Vancouver with regional town 

centers in Burnaby, New Westminster and Surrey, travelling through well developed 

and established areas in between. Collingw ood Village has developed as a significant
transit node on the corridor.

TransLink’s investments are required by legislation to support the Greater Vancouver 
Regional District (GVRD) Growth Management Plan (the Livable Region Strategic 

Plan) which calls for complete, compact communities that maximize transportation 

choice. This plan designates growth within a “Growth Concentration Area” centered 

the metropolitan core. The City of Vancouver, like other municipalities within the
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region, is required to prepare a Regional Context Statement that describes how its other 

plans and policies will achieve consistency with the regional plan’s key strategies;

• Protect the green zone.

• Build complete communities.

• Achieve a compact metropolitan region.

• Increase transportation choice.

2.1.3 Developer’s Perspective

Replacing light industrial and railway 

the 2,700-unit Collingwood Village project was 

^eve^°Ped by Concert Properties over 16 years. 
The project was bom from discussions between 

the developer and the City that identified surplus 

industrial lands adjacent to the newly built Joyce 

Sky Train Station.

lands.

i

m
Fig Located in East Vancouver,
Collingwood Village is an established for Concert, Collingwood Village has allowed it to 
multi-family residential community.

demonstrate how a new rapid transit system can be 

the impetus for coordinated land use planning within 

a large-scale development.

Flicker.com

2.1.3.1 Land Usage

The condominium units contain a 

total of 2,173 parking spaces. All 
parking is located underground. 
All buildings include bicycle 

parking for a total of 2,408 

bicycle spaces located both at 
and below grade. Commercial 
and community buildings on 

the site also provide change 

rooms and showers in addition 

to parking. A bicycle parking allotment inside a condominium offering 
“many bikes” on a small loccation
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During the rezoning process, the parking ratio 

developer and the City engineering department to be lowered to 1.35 spaces 

per unit, compared to 1.75, which is the standard for this type of residential 
development. Concert thought the standard should be lower still to reflect the proximity 

to transit. Following the build-out of phase 1, they successfully negotiated a further 
reduction in parking standards to 1.04 spaces per unit based on the actual usage.

2.1.3.2 Identified TOD friendly features

negotiated between thewas

Mere steps2 to the Joyce-Collingwood Sky Train Station, the proximity and good 

pedestrian connections to the transit station were very important considerations for the 

developer. Collingwood Village has a number of design features that make walking 

both pleasant and convenient:

if%
m l ms:

4: ^32 • The blocks are small with mid- 
T3:^5 block connections and pathways between 

buildings.

z

1FT?

§§gg| The central street that was■<*

gyp created during project development, 
Crowley Drive, serves as the major 
pedestrian route. Most of the major 

buildings as w ell as the parks front onto

\

i!i\i i ) .
Fig - The small pathways connecting bulidings 
at Collingwood Village; Interesting Walking, this street, making it an interesting and 
Courtesy - Concert Properties pleasant place to walk or cycle.

• The streets have street trees 

and include pedestrian bulges at the 

intersections to reduce crosswalk 

distances.

• Perhaps
Collingwood Village most pleasant for 

walking is the fact that it is a busy place, 
that is, there are lots of people around.

what makes

pcdc"strianeactTv!tieslwtiileWdiscouraging'vehicular Even on a rainy Vancouver day, the streets 

activities.

Image Courtesy - Wikipedia.org

more

are busy with commuters, shoppers and
residents. This contributes greatly to the 

feeling of safety' in the area.
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For the most part, the area feels safe 

at most times of the day. However, the 

Sky Train station itself is a utilitarian 

design in need of a facelift, and a 

far cry from the sleek designs of the 

newer Millennium Line stations. The 

area under the guide rail is dark, often 

littered with garbage and consequently 

a little foreboding. Local residents have 

attempted to brighten this area up with 
murals and the installation of community gardens but, on a dull day or at night, the 

immediately surrounding the station still suffers from the sense of danger that plagues 
many of the Expo Line stations.

Fig. Collingwood Village Square which 
vibrant and lively space for the inhabitants.

serves as a

area

2.1.4 The path to success

Built in two phases, the project has unit sizes ranging from very small apartments, less 

than 34 m2 (365 sq. ft.) to townhouses of more than 120 m2 (1.300 sq. ft.).

2.1.4.1 Barriers and Obstacles

Although the project was large and complex, there were no major barriers. Extensive 

communication with the neighborhood groups throughout the process resulted in strong 

neighborhood support. A well-conceived phasing plan helped to ease the transition 

from light-industrial to residential use over the master-planned community’s 16-year 
development period.

2.1.4.2 Public Consultation

There was an extensive public consultation process and the developer was very 

co-operative in sharing information openly with the public. Public input was 

gathered through a variety of mechanisms including open houses and surveys. 
The majority of local residents were supportive of the project because of the 

commitments made by the developer. The community support created support at 
Council level, and within the bureaucracy. Public concerns centered around traffic 

impacts on the existing neighborhood. Concert promised to conduct a traffic impact 
analysis prior to completing the final phase of the project and undertook a number of 

traffic management initiatives as a result.

a
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2.1.4.3 Other Key Factors

The urban design factors that are considered successful include the location of 

commercial uses close to the transit station, with community services slightly 

further away, and high-density residential uses throughout the project. This 

supports transit ridership and neighborhood vitality. The scale is compatible with 

the surrounding area, despite the high density, because of design features like stepping 

back taller buildings and placing lower structures closer to the streets adjacent to the 

existing neighborhood. The developer responded to community input with design 

solutions that resulted in neighborhood support.

According to a survey carried by Canada Mortage and Housing Corporation, (Canada 

Mortage and Housing Corporation, 2010), the proximity and good connectivity to 

transit and amenities along with smaller unit sizes seem to have resulted in fewer 
households with cars. Of those respondents using transit, all (100 per cent) walked to 

the transit station and from the transit station to work. All the transit users interviewred 

rated the trip from home to the transit station as either very or somewhat pleasant 
and very convenient.

This project of residential development 
supports retail uses, community amenities,

— schools and a health centre and helps 

■ make Collingw'ood Village a complete, 
R urban community; in other words, 
IgA comprehensive mixed development. The 

T high quality' of urban design and good 

SB connections between the project and
— the transit station has meant that many 
*«•
gg people walk to and from the station

!..... adding to the “eyes on the street”
Fig - Street View of Collingwood Village - The £>esign features make even the high-rise 
high quality of urban design and good connections
between the project and the transit station has buildings blend well with the much lower 
meant that many people walk to and from the 
station adding to the “eyes on the street.

L

density' surroundings. Concert responded
to neighborhood input with creative 

solutions that resulted in widespread 

support.
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2.2 Euclid Corridor Development, Cleveland, Ohio 

2.2.1 Introduction

2.2.1.1 Overview

This stretch of the corridor begins at 
Public Square and ends at the edge 

of the Cleveland State University 

campus. Cleveland is Ohio's 

second largest city; about 480.000 

o of residents (Cleveland Planning 

^Commission, 2010). Since the 

i 1950s. Cleveland's population has 

i? been in steady decline. The city has 

also lost more than half of its jobs in 
manufacturing, historically the city’s main employment sector. Moreover, as in many 

US cities, new development has been characterized by low-density sprawl. The 

effect of these changes has been the decline of the central city’s real estate market. 
In recent decades, downtown Cleveland has been the site of many vacant properties, 
limited employment opportunities, and few retail and entertainment amenities to

©
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attract new ’dents (Cleveland Planning Commission, 2008) (Terremark Partners,
Inc., 2009).

:
The Euclid Corridor Transportation Project is a key initiative in Cleveland’s 

strategy to revitalize its urban core. The project is a complete reconstruction of Euclid 

Avenue, the main thoroughfare that runs through downtown Cleveland. Historically 

considered Cleveland’s “front door” and Main Street, Euclid Avenue in its heyday 

known for its mansions and, later, for its retail and institutional density. As businesses 

and residents migrated from the city, Euclid Avenue became a blighted corridor.

The potential for a revival of this street lay in the presence of many major academic, 
medical and cultural institutions such as Cleveland State University, the Cleveland 

Clinic and the cluster of museums and music venues in the Case Western Reserve 

University area. Moreover, the historic significance and architecture of many buildings 

along the corridor provide an opportunity to preserve the structures while taking 

advantage of federal and state historic tax credits.

!
was

i
i
i

-

;

:•The centerpiece of the Euclid 

Corridor project is a 9.4- 
mile BRT line that runs 

along Euclid Avenue from 

downtown’s Public Square to 

East Cleveland.

!

;

The 2020 Citywide Plan sets forth 

a vision for remaking Cleveland 

into a thriving urban center. The 

plan seeks to increase the stock 

of transit-oriented residential 
units in the city (Cleveland 

Planning Commission, 2008); 
attract businesses, especially 

knowledge-based industries; and

!

!

i
!provide residents with a plentiful 

retail and entertainment options. 
__  The city’s “theme'’ for achieving

Fig-The BRT system operated by Regional Transport Authority^. ^ Qn conLnectivity, with
(RTA), Cleveland.

;
I

i
an emphasis on transit, pedestrian

Image Courtesy - RTA
:

I
:
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and other alternatives to private car travel (City Planning Commision, Cleaveland, 
2010). Specifically, this plan calls for targeting “high-density development in 

proximity to transit stations and major bus stops in order to support public transit” 

and support for improved bus and rapid transit service”. The plan does not differentiate 

between rail and bus service in encouraging TOD.

2.2.1.2 History

The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (RTA) began planning the Euclid 

Corridor Transportation Project in the mid 1990s. It was one of ten Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT) demonstration projects selected by the U.S. Federal Transit Administration in 

1999 to introduce BRT to the U.S. transit market and was one of the first BRTs to 

receive a full funding grant agreement under the federal New Starts program.

2.2.2 Infrastructure and Institutional Framework

(Breakthrough Technologies Institute,
1 2008) suggests that the Euclid Corridor 

JS promotes development in a number ofmit m ■Hgj ways. Among that the major fact would 
2^|f| that BRT will provide long-awaited 

rapid transit sendee between the area’s 

H two major employment hubs. Downtown

§

\y:.'

rv'gj -j—*r
t

^^^^^frucnirfctevlropra^lf and University Circle. Similarly, the BRT
creates both a physical and a visualEuclid Corridor.

connection among the four distinct sections 

of the corridor. The project also included a much-needed utility upgrade, which makes 

higher density development more viable.

The project also features a full streetscape renovation including roadway reconstruction; 
reconstruction of concrete sidewalks, with brick inlay; new curbs; complete sewer 
and water system upgrades; and amenities such as new light fixtures, landscaping and 

sidewalk benches.

2.2.3 Developers Perspective

As cited in (Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008) Developers noted that the 

project was “opening up” the corridor and allowing potential tenants or workers 

to see the Euclid Avenue as a unified urban district. The project's aesthetic and
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safety improvements have cleaned up what had been an unattractive and unsafe 
corridor (Cleveland Planning Commission, 2008). In addition to the streetscape 

renovation, several developers cited the importance of the BRT’s high-end look and 

branding. The stylized vehicles and the stations design 

as important to the BRT’s aesthetic appeal. On the other hand, the strong public
were most often cited

sector commitment to the area gives investors confidence that they are not making a 

stranded investment. It also has a “snow ball” effect, because increased activity in the 
area attracts new investors.

2.2.3.1 Land Usage

There is no special TOD zoning regulations for downtown or 
University Circle, as the city did not feel such policies were needed in 

this market. However, the city recently implemented transit-oriented 

zoning for MidTown, specifically to promote the Euclid Corridor 
BRT. The zoning overlay was developed by MidTown Cleveland Inc., 
the local CDC. Under the new zoning rules, Euclid Corridor area 

projects in MidTown must be multi-story mixed use structures 

with the majority of the building front facing Euclid Avenue. 
The ground floor must have at least 60% commercial or retail use 

and parking must be located at the rear or side of the building, not 
fronting Euclid Avenue.

(Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008)

2.2.3.1 Identified TOD Friendly Features

East street. Development

This development exemplifies the rise, 
fall and revival of the Euclid Corridor. It 
is an entertainment, retail and residential 
district on E. 4th Street between Euclid 

and Prospect, within the Gateway Historic 

District neighborhood.

The entire block is owned by MRN 

Developers, which began acquiring all 
properties in this block in the 1990s for

Fig - The location of 4th Street.
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Overhead map of the [. 41' Street neighborhood which opens onto Euclid Avenue. The site is two brocks
from a planned 8RT stop. (Courtesy MRN Ltd)

the purpose of creating a vibrant, 24-hour downtown square. To preserve the 

architectural character of the area, the city granted the entire neighborhood 

historic preservation status, allowing investors to secure tax incentives for 
redevelopment. The opening of the Gateway Sports & Entertainment Complex just 
south of the neighborhood further spurred developer interest.

■

MRN has converted four buildings into apartment complexes, whose residents 

have easy access to a range of facilities such as new restaurants, bars, and other 

nightlife spots located in the redeveloped properties. In all, MRN has invested over 
$110 million in the project, which features 220,000 square feet of commercial, food, 
beverage, and entertainment spaces with 90% occupancy; and 322 apartments at 
100% occupancy. In addition to historic preservation tax credits, the city contributed 

about $1.5 million to streetscape renovation including brick pavers, ornamental

;
;

i
7!P^R?7!E!SSt?ndenjQy^ie environment m v Uu> everybody to be on 4th street, even day or night. :
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*8 * 8> public art to the entire Gateway District (Breakthrough Technologies 

Institute, 2008), (Terremark Partners, Inc., 2009).

MRN worked with the Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (RTA) on the station 

alignment and design process. Since it was felt that the originally positioned location 

of BRT stop would create a physical barrier in front of the 4th St. businesses MRN 

urged RTA to move the stop eliminating the problem. They also worked with RTA 

on the station design, with a goal of ensuring it would not impede sightlines 

the street or create a barrier to pedestrian traffic (MRN, ltd, 2012).

Cleaveland State University Development

!
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Fig - The Cleveland State University campus today has an eastwest orientation. Most 
buildings are located between Euclid and Chester, with building fronts facing away from 
Euclid. There are few buildings on the opposite side of Euclid.

(Courtesy Cleveland State University)

;

;

;

The Cleveland State University (CSU) campus dominates Euclid Avenue between E. 
17th and Interstate 90 that cuts across Euclid near E. 30th Street. CSU is undergoing an
expansion that includes multiple new buildings - an administrative complex, student 
center, College of Education building, arts complex, recreation center, and student 

- as well as a law school renovation. By full build-out in 2010, the total i
housing
investment will be around $300 million (Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008).

renovated buildings have been designed to support theMost of the new or
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mation into a pedestrian-interactive thoroughfare. All will have front 
entrances onto Euclid, and the ground floor uses will be either retail or university- 

rvices. In addition, the new buildings help Euclid Avenue by replacing either 
unattractive, uninviting existing buildings or surface parking with a more pedestrian- 

friendly streetscape. Also, because the station architecture is transparent, the 

stations feel safe and welcoming. As cited in (Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 
2008) CSU s Vice President for Business Affairs believes that the median bus way 

helps create a more pedestrian friendly environment by making the street feel 
smaller and easier to cross (City of Cleaveland, Ohio, 2011)

©
;

The CSU expansion Master Plan has a north-south orientation. The plan shows new private 
development along the opposite side of Euclid, creating a unified campus around Euclid. The 
Master Plan calls for using the BRT stops at E. 19th St. and E. 24th St. as transit anchors for two 
north-south spines through the expanded campus.

(Courtesy CSU)

University Circle Development

number of major academic, medical and culturalUniversity Circle is home to a
There are efforts underway to introduce more residential and retail options 

and turn it into a thriving urban village. Because of the number of 

institutional buildings, there is not as much available land here as in MidTown. The area

institutions.

to this area
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is also quite congested, increasing the 

interest in TOD projects (University 

Circle Master Plan, As Cited in 

(Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 
2008). Cleveland Clinic, University 

■J, Visitor Center, are some featured of 

this area.

*&*«£**.' ;c:
' '

$

v .
i 1- u*-.. ______

;^ j The Cleveland Clinic is a world- 
renowned medical facility located at 
the western edge of University Circle. 
It is the largest employer in the city 

and the second largest in Ohio (Cleaveland Clinic, 2011). It occupies 140 acres and 

37 buildings, including a hospital, an outpatient clinic, cancer center, eye institute, 
research institute and supporting labs and facilities. When the Euclid Corridor BRT 

planning process began, the Clinic had little interest in the BRT and objected 

to siting a BRT station in front of the new Heart Center. After a change in Clinic 

leadership, with a new attitude, the BRT was embraced and the promenade 

leading to the new heart center was redesigned to integrate with the BRT station. 
Moreover, RTA developed an agreement with the Clinic that will make the area 

more pedestrian and transit friendly and the Clinic is contributing S5 million to 

this effort (Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008) (City Planning Commision, 
Cleaveland, 2010). In another sign of the Clinic’s dedication to the BRT, it partnered 

with nearby University Hospitals to acquire 25 year naming rights at a cost of $6 

million. The BRT will now be called the Healthline (Cleveland Planning Commission, 
2010).

2.2.4 The Path To Success

Proposed visualization of the new university circle 
development.

;,
i

The government strategic planning for 
a major development initiated with the 

Euclid Avenue is the first identified 

success 

government 
infrastructure
needed to implement aTOD;i.e. a road,
land for development. The next support was essence of the Euclid Corridor Development

Project.

of the TOD complex. The 

has identified the basic 

facilities which are
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has been given by the developers; who have 

development and its potentials (fo

hand, the micro level master plans; such as the Cleveland State University
pment have changed their proposals supporting the new development towards 

making a successful TOD.

2.3 Brisbane, Australia

correctly identified and interpreted the 

r example the East 4th Street).

;
■

:
;

2.3.1 Introduction

Southeast Queensland is the fastest 
growing region in Australia. By 2026, 
the region will grow from 2.6 million 

inhabitants to 3.7 million, with most of 

the growth occurring in metropolitan 

Brisbane (One of the 11 regional and 

city coun. In 2004, Brisbane had a 

population of roughly one million, or 
36 percent of the regional population 

(Brisbane City Council, 2011). Like 

other cities in developed countries, 
Brisbane experienced a rapid decline 

in public transportation usage in the 

post war period.

:
Q1 .Northern Guswav

-1 M l’.- • .

Inner Northern Bus.vay
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Despite an extensive rail network, the 

proportion of public transport trips in the 

city declined from roughly 40 percent 
in the 1960's to less than 7 percent 
by 2000 (Breakthrough Technologies 

Institute, 2008) (Brisbane City Council, 
2011). Despite an extensive rail network, the proportion of public transport trips in 

the city declined from roughly 40 percent in the 1960’s to less than 7 percent by 2000 

(Minister for infrastructure and planning in accordance with the integrated planning act 
of 1997 "7008). It further states that the introduction of the busway system arrested 

the decline of public transport usage in the city.

Fig - Map depicting the transport infrastructure 
mahandled by Translink, Australia.

Image Courtesy - www.translink.com.au
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The regional bus way nebv.rk e.rre.Uy i, CB11,p0,ed off(mr dM„c, seg„,ell«, „
is depicted from the figure below.

All busway infrastructure and services 

Queensland Transport), an 

contracts with various b

are controlled by TransLink (formerly 

agency of the Queensland Government. TransLink
us °Pei*ators to provide service on the busways. (Brisbane

City Council, 2011), (Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008).

TOD around the Brisbane busway network 
general types.

■

:;

can be characterized into three

;
Fiist, because the busways are relatively new, they are being used to serve existing 

structures and communities that previously exhibited many TOD characteristics, 
but lacked a dedicated transit connection. This is apparent at a number of stations, 
such as the Cultural Centre, Upper Mt. Gravatt, and the Queensland University, St. 
Lucia campus stations. Second, the busways are serving as a catalyst for new, green 

field development near stations. Finally, the busways are catalyzing urban infill.

2.3.2 Infrastructure and Institutional Framework

;

Since Brisbane belongs to the South East Queensland, the state government 
reviewed the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2005-2026 (SEQ Regional Plan 

2005) to determine the appropriate action to address emerging regional growth 

management issues—continued high population growth, housing affordability’, 
transport congestion, climate change and employment generation. Therefore, this 

is basic facilitator for implementation of a successful TOD.

The SEQ Regional Plan seeks to proactively manage the population growth by 

identifying a preferred settlement pattern for the region and encouraging 

compact development hv taking advantage of areas with existing services and 

infrastructure. Also, an increased proportion of the region’s population will be 

accommodated in the Western Corridor around Ipswich, reducing growth pressures on 

the coast (Minister for infrastructure and planning in accordance with the integrated

planning act of 1997,2008).

more

residential growth will be accommodated through a combination ofFuture
redevelopment, undeveloped broad hectare sites and limited rural living. A strong 

focus of the SEQ Regional Plan is looking at better ways to use under-utilized 

land Notably, the plan sets local government targets for the additional dwellings that
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Ithrouehbfill1 ^ ^ ^'' Nearly half ■» t0 be built in established urban

of the region from SEQ "'S””1 Pli" 85 >*' C“*
, . , , ^ ^appropriate urban development by restricting

this development outside the Urban Footpri
Urban Footprint for future
Planning, 2011). With this intention, a noted feature of the SEQ Regional plan is the 

implementation of Air Rights Development1.

noted that whole development of the
bus way network; namely South-East, Inner-Northern Bus way, Eastern Bus way, and 
Boggo Road Bus way.

2.3.3 Developers’ Perspective 

2.3.3.1 Land Use Planning and Usage

■areas :

nt and identifying areas within the 
urban growth. (Department of Local Government and

It is region is based on the four segments of

Under the Integrated Planning Act of1997, land use planning in Southeast Queensland 

is governed by the Queensland State Government, not local governments, and 

is based upon a performance-based planning methodology. The Plan also seeks 

to promote integrated transport and land use planning, stating that “transit-oriented 

development principles should be applied in the detailed planning of all regional 
activity centers in close proximity to high-capacity public transport nodes and 

corridors.” (Minister for infrastructure and planning in accordance with the integrated 

planning act of 1997,2008). Within this scope, the whole development took place with 

distinction between rail services and bus services in terms of their appropriateness 

as an anchor for TOD.
no

According to the act, local governments must prepare Local Growth Management 

Strategies (LGMS) to implement the Regional Plan. The LGMS must, among other 
things, nominate potential TOD sites for inclusion in the Plan. Brisbane has 

released a draft LGMS that is awaiting approval from the Queensland Government. In 

addition, the Queensland State Government, through the Department of Infrastructure,
zones. In these zones, the state government, not i

identify state development 
the local government, is responsible for site planning and development. Five state 

have been designated in Queensland, including the Boggo Road

can

development zones
Gaol site the redevelopment of a government printing facility adjacent to the
Woolloongabba station on the South East Busway.

;f development right in real estate, referring to the empty space above a property
!

A type 
(US Government, 2008).
1

:•
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2.3.3.2 Identified TOD Friendly Featu

Queen Street 
Pevelonment

■V "

Spring Hill

Rnrca Street 
Parkland$0

0
✓0>

%srn

Brisb ■$

e Qt;r!^n\’and
Parliament

South Ban*: 
Parkland*

s.. 4
Fig - The location of Queen Street Mall in Fig - The peaceful and fully pedestrian friendly 
R . , Shopping areas created at Queen Street Mall
tfrisoane. Development Project.

The Queen Street Mall is a pedestrian-only street that runs for three blocks along 

Queen Street. It is lined with street-level shops and restaurants with commercial 
spaces located on the upper floors. The Myer Centre is a six-level shopping mall on 

the Queen Street Mall in downtown Brisbane. The Centre was built in 1988 with a bus 

interchange integrated into the bottom floor of the building.

Although the Myer Centre and the underground bus station were built prior to the

South East Busway, they now serve as
tunnel under the mall where they serve bus platforms, turn

to the south.

the terminus for the busway in the CBD.

Vehicles enter a 
around, and depart for return runs

Queen Street station is one of the most heavily used stations on the busway network. 
The 111-bus service, w'hich operates as the trunk service on the South East Busway

Street station, is the most heavily used service on the busway.

The

terminating at the Queen
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Moreover, for trips where the main purpose is shopping, the Queen Street station
the most popular destination. The Myer Centre includes prominent signage directing
customers to the location of the Queen Street station (Breakthrough Technologies
Institute, 2008) (Tomorrow’s Queensland - Queensland Government, 2011).
« * w

wav? f.'ci*h~i'.
Hasp !>i

H
Mater Mothers

Private Hospital

Mater buswav station mapOne of the most interesting TODs in Brisbane
is located at the Mater Hill Hospital, where 

the air rights above the Mater Hill station
sold to accommodate the expansionwere

of the hospital. This transaction enabled the 

construction of a new hospital building as well
elevated link between the new buildingas an

and an existing building. The link structure
withcontains the hospital’s surgical wing,

operating theaters located on the lowest level

closest to the bus way.

jInitially, the hospital strongly opposed the bus 

way, arguing among other things that hospital 
workers and visitors would not use the bus

;

i



**■«**; way but rather 
would
the facility by 

car. The hospital 
also proposed 

installing 

columns in the 

bus way station 

to support the 

elevated link 

and allowing 

only minimal
clearance between the bottom of the structure and the top of the busway 

TransLink insisted that columns would harm the function and aesthetic of the station. 
To support the link structure without impeding station flowr, a column was instead 

placed in the retaining wall adjacent to the existing hospital building (Breakthrough 
Technologies Institute, 2008).

TransLink also insisted that there should be at least three stories of clearance between 

the link structure and the bus way station to allow sunlight to filter into the bus 

station. The link structure ultimately was built with this clearance, providing the 

station with an open feel even though it is located beneath the hospital surgical wing. 
The station also includes a specialty coffee shop, where bus way users can relax prior 
to boarding bus way services.

Eight Mile Plains - Developed under South East Bus wav Development

access

Rights^6 Mat6r Hl" Stat‘0n and ‘tS extension over the BRT Station with Air

station.

way

Eight Mile Plains is the southern terminus of the South East Bus way. It is characterized 

by two park-and-ride facilities of approximately 400 spaces each and a significant 
amount of green space to the east of the bus way station. Immediately west of the bus 

way station is the Pacific Motorway.

Centrus is a new, master-planned community under construction directly across Miles 

Platting Road from the Eight Mile Plains bus way station. When complete, Centrus 

will include (Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008) (centrus, 2010):

. 86 energy efficient townhomes, each with a 3.000 liter rainwater tank;

. A retail center with a cafe and convenience store;
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A child care facility;

• A recreation facility with a lap pool,

• gym, and barbecue area;

• Two condominium buildings; and

A recreational park with natural vegetation.

King George Square and Roma Street Stations - Developed under Inner
Northern Bus wav Development

The King George Square and Roma Street stations are infill stations located on the 

section that connects the South East Bus way with the existing Inner Northern 

Busway. Both are located in the heart of the CBD near City Hall and are surrounded 

by existing high-rise development. The stations are under construction and expected 

to open in May 2008. Given their location in an existing, high density CBD. neither 
station is likely to attract significant new TOD. However, each serves existing high- 
density development and contains interesting features that are worth noting 

(Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008).

new

The King George Square station is located underground directly in front of City’ 
Hall. It was created by removing over 400 spaces from an existing underground 

parking garage, thus substituting bus way capacity for car access to the City Hall area. 
Moreover, the station includes an indoor bicycle parking facility, with racks for 420 

bicycles, shower facilities, and lockers. The Roma Street station is several hundred 

meters northwest of the King George Square station. It serves as a major transfer 
station for the Brisbane rail network, with the busway and rail serving opposite sides 

of a shared platform.

Kelvin Grove Urban Village - Developed under Inner Northern Bus
Development

wav

The Kelvin Grove Urban Village is an infill development mixing residential, 
commercial, retail, educational, and community uses. It is located two km from the 

CBD on a 15.37-hectare site that formerly served as an army barracks for the federal 
government. The Village is adjacent to the Queensland University of Technology 

and is served by both the Kelvin Grove station on the Inner Northern Busway
arterial bus routes. There also are plans (Breakthroughand by high frequency
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Technologies Institute, 2008) to operate a bus service on the village’s main street.

The village includes more than 1,000 residential units, ranging from premium 

apartments and townhomes to affordable units and accommodations for students 

and seniors. The village also includes restaurants, bars, and shops, commercial space 

for small and medium-sized businesses, and parks, pedestrian paths, and bikeways. 
The village was designed to demonstrate best practices in sustainability', including 

solar water heating, cross-ventilation to reduce air conditioning needs, and energy 

efficient appliances. It has won 11 state and national awards for its sustainable design 
(Kelvin Grove Village, 2010).

The Kelvin Grove Urban Village and the Inner Northern Bus way wrere developed 

roughly simultaneously (Breakthrough Technologies Institute, 2008). However, the 

Kelvin Grove bus way station is not located in the village, but rather several hundred 

meters away on the Queensland University of Technology campus. The walk from 

the station to the urban village was fast and pleasant and therefore did not appear 

to pose much of a deterrent regarding use of the bus way to access the village. This is 

particularly true given Brisbane’s climate, which is generally warm and subtropical 
throughout the year.

2.3.4 The Path To Success

Implementation of a government base strong institutional framework with existing 

infrastructure is the key path to success. On the other hand, the significant air rights 

development has been taken by the developers in a more effective manner.
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Chapter Three

ANALYSIS: A FRAMEWORK FOR TOD

In Chapter one, it has been identified that a successful TOD occupies 6 key 

characteristics; in a more abstract level. With the aid of case studies on Chapter 2, 
the study could be further extended by identifying strategies which have been used to 
achieve those six characteristics.

The prime ideology of location efficiency is making driving from a necessity into an 
option. Therefore, it is obvious to have;

Providing easy access to public transport methods wrhich facilitates 
high accessibility to remote places. This therefore, requires the development 
around nodes or corridors where infrastructure capacity' exists, or can be 
created.

For residents to have all facilities centered wdthin a short distance; 
while ensuring land uses that support transit.

Thus, allowing quick walking

• Implementing car parking management strategies which promotes 

walking, cycling and public transport accessibility.

It is been discussed in Chapter One and identified that efficient land use patterns must 
discourage land wastage while implementing the re-use concept. This should further 
discourage transport usage as a side effect. This would further provide various choice 

options and better living conditions for the inhabitants.

3.1 Collingwood village, Vancouver, BC

The development was chosen on the basis of Joyce-Collingwood Sky Train Station 

the Expo Line which connects downtown Vancouver with regional town centers 

in Burnaby, New Westminster and Surrey, travelling through well developed 

established areas in between. Therefore Collingwood Village has developed as
the corridor; and can be identified as a successful

on
and

a significant transit node on
selection of location.

local legislation has mandated the investors to support complete and compact 
maximize transportation choice. Supporting underground

The
communities that
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parks with bicycle spaces located at and below grade has perfectly allowed a 

successful TOD as mentioned in 4 above. Another important attempt is reduction of 

parking to 1.35 spaces per unit. Implementing connections and pathways between 

buildings is a good example which facilitates quick walking.

Collingwood village occupies a successful TOD friendly land use pattern by 

implementing commercial uses close to the transit station, with community services 

slightly further away while maintaining high-density residential uses throughout 
the project. This supports transit ridership and neighborhood vitality.

car

The area around Joyce-Collingwood Station was previously an industrial and active 

rail yard area. When these uses eventually declined, not long after the Expo Line 

opened, the large area of land was relatively easy to assemble, and for the City to 
rezone

was

for high-density residential. This made them allow applying TOD principles 

in new communities where transit nodes exist.

Implementation of TOD friendly features which discourage vehicle usage is been 

identified. The interconnected path network within the precinct would create 

seamless integration while providing quick and easy access. On the other hand, the 

central street that was created during project development, Crowley Drive, serves as 

the major pedestrian route. Most of the major buildings as well as the parks front 
onto this street, making it an interesting and pleasant place to walk or cycle. This 

aspect not only encourages walking activity, but also provides better living conditions 

for the inhabitants. Therefore, it is obvious that encouraged walking activity with public 

realm such as public parks would make the area more live, feeling the inhabitants 

more safer community.

In terms of Financial Return of Investment aspect (Identified under Chapter one), the 

project has been developed under two phases, which the second phase is implemented 

with the ROI gained within the first phase. On the other hand, the housing schemes 

ranging from less than 34 m2 (365 sq. ft.) to townhouses of more than 120 

allow housing choices for the inhabitants to be chosen on.

m: would

In terms of public consultation, the project occupies successful community engagement. 
The developers’ cooperation to the public and the public cooperation for the developers

factor of the project.could be identified as the major success

Euclid Corridor Development, Ohio3.2
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This is an example for a master plan proposal which is based on developing an 

existing transport corridor. On the other hand, since the street lay in the presence 

of many major academic, medical and cultural institutions such as Cleveland State 

University, Cleveland Clinic, etc; which provides a fairly developed infrastructure.

To encourage transit friendly land usage, the local legislation has demanded all 
development to be multi-story mixed use structures while making them face 

towards the Euclid Avenue. Parking activity also been discouraged by making 
rules to not to locate in front of Euclid Avenue.

In terms of Precinct Development of 4th Street; the developer has converted four 

buildings into apartment complexes, whose residents have easy access to a range 

of facilities. The developers had a fixed intention on making the square a vibrant 
place all the year; promoting social interaction and inclusion, physical activity and 

the development of a sense of place and identity. On the other hand, the decision 

allows a development with high sense of personal and community7 safety and 

equitable access to all public areas.

Since the city was named as a historic preservation zone, the architectural character is 

preserved, allowing it to maintain much sustainable approach with the green concept 
of re-using the embedded energy of a building: thus reduces the energy costs for 
renovations, making it more green-friendly. On the other hand, it could be identified a 

close coordination between the developing team which ensure a coordinated planning 

effort involving all stakeholders, including state agencies, local government and the 

development industry.

The Cleveland State University Development Project (CSUD) also depicts transit 
friendly features supporting the transformation into a pedestrian-interactive 

thoroughfare. Easy access has been granted by a enforced law of having front 
entrances onto Euclid, and the ground floor uses will be either retail or university- 
oriented services.

A great feature to be observed in CSUD was the transparency within the whole urban 

space; allowing the inhabitants to feel more secured area. This aspect would further 
Ensured design seamlessly integrates transit nodes and the community. On the 

other hand, it is noted that pedestrian friendly environment by making the street feel 
smaller and easier to cross.

Within the University Circle Development, an intention was made to provide and
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integrate a mix of uses to create a greater variety of services catering for the diverse 

needs of a vibrant community. The most interesting feature of this development 
was developing a promenade leading to the new heart center was redesigned to 

integrate with the BRT station. The area demands for health care potentials, and is 

being well-identified with a seamless integration potential.

Southeast Queensland Region and Brisbane Development3.3

The South East Queensland Development centered with Brisbane City could be 

identified as a regional development based on four transit corridors. As other projects, 
this development is also based areas where development capacity exists with 
existing services and infrastructure. On the other hand, redevelopment of wasted 

broad hectare sites with the intention of reducing rural living would support the 

TOD ideology of reduced vehicle usage since it is the rural living which encourages 
people to use personal vehicles.

on

The enacted and enforced laws on air-rights development would allow efficient 
land usage with more compacted urban systems. This would further eliminate wasted 

land due to transit facilities such as railway. The Mater Hill development is the best 
identified example for this aspect.

When considering the Queen Street Mall development, it provides a fine example 

for commercial based mixed development which encourage people to walk while 

window shopping. The implementation of landmarks and signage within the area 

would allow people to orientate themselves making the walking activity more safer 
and pedestrian friendly.

On the other hand, the development of underground bus terminal w ould allow the 

ground layer to be fully occupied with other pedestrian related activity. Therefore, 
it could be coined as a successful attempt on discouraging vehicle activities.

The Matter Hill Station Development could be coined as a fine example of close 

participation of developer community which allowed a development with two 

contrasting disciplines: i.e. a Transit Station, which is busy and harsh, with a 

medical care facility under the same premises with the implementation of air rights 

development. This relationship made them possible to create a design which suites for 

each other’s needs.

The King George Square and Roma Street precinct developments were also based
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the ideology of usingon
areas w^ere development capacity exists where each 

exis mg lgh-density development and contains interesting features that 
are worth noting. Other facilities improved bicycle parking facility would further 
discourage automobile dependency, especially in the station premises. On the other 
hand, the Roma Street Station had served as a major transfer station for the Brisbane 

rail network, with the busway and rail serving opposite sides of a shared platform. 
This allowed a high level of intermodal connections allowing a user to choose either 
walking, cycling through rail and bus systems

serves

A more sustainable and green precinct development was the Kelvin Grove Village 

Development. This, as other case examples also provided many TOD friendly facilities 

and principles including mixed development. The housing affordability has been 

expanded by implementing a wide range of housing choices for the inhabitants to 

be chosen from. With the encouraged sub-tropical design features it is not only be 

coined as a sustainable development, but also a better livable area for the inhabitants.

3.4 Summary of Principles for Successful TODs

With the identification of key characteristics of successful TODs from chapter one and 

the careful identification of successful TODs case examples within the world, it could 

be identified some working set of principles which could be used as a guidance for the 

designers to be implemented. And it could be stated as follows.
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Key Characteristic (From

Identified Principle

Infrastructure and service levels - Locate 
development around nodes or corridors 
where infrastructure capacity exists, or 
can be created. Prioritise locations with 
high levels of transit service frequency.

Chapter 1)
Location Efficiency - Simply put, loca
tion efficiency converts driving from a 
necessity into an option.

Development levels - Ensure TOD occurs 
at a scale that is appropriate for the loca
tion.

New development - Apply TOD principles 
in new communities where transit nodes 
exist, or are proposed.

Type - Ensure TOD precincts are dominat
ed by land uses that support transit

Extent - Focus on the area within 5 to 10 
minutes walk of the transit node, consid
ering the nature of the topography.

Parking - Locate, design, provide and 
manage car parking in TOD precincts to 
support walking, cycling and public trans
port accessibility.

Transport Efficiency - Facilitate a high lev
el of intermodal connection._________

Value Recapture

(The Direct Savings for a community 
particularly in a regional level. Need 

to build fewer roads, parking facilities, 
and other related infrastructure.)
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Livability
• Continuity - Encourage continuous activ

ity in TOD precincts to provide a sense of 
vitality and safety.

Better Living

• Public realm - Provide for a high-quality 
public realm to meet the needs of the 
surrounding community, including open 
space, pedestrian areas and transit ac
cess.

• Public realm - Deliver design that pro
motes social interaction and inclusion, 
physical activity and the development of 
a sense of place and identity.

• Integration - Ensure design seamlessly 
integrates transit nodes and the commu
nity.

• Safety and accessibility - Ensure develop
ment promotes a high sense of personal 
and community safety and equitable ac
cess to all public areas.

• Social diversity and inclusion - Ensure 
community development initiatives are 
carried out as an integral part of commu-
nity building.
Coordination - Ensure a coordinatedFinancial ROI
planning effort involving ail stakeholders, 
including state agencies, local govern
ment and the development industry.

More property owners living in denser 

development.

However, the use of a community
wide planning approach with all the 

stakeholders represented

Community Engagement - Engage early 
and throughout planning and develop
ment processes with the community 
likely to experience change to promote a 
sense of ownership and involvement.

necessary 
at the negotiation table encourages 
TOD evaluation not only on its finan
cial return but also on other important
criteria.
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Choice
• Intensity - Incorporate high employment 

intensities and a mix of employment op
portunities.

• Mix - Provide and integrate a mix of uses 
to create a greater variety of services 
catering for the diverse needs of a vibrant 
community.

• Mode share - Create an increased mode 
share for walking, cycling and public 
transport by providing high levels of ac
cessibility and public amenity within pre
cincts to stations and surrounding areas 
for cyclists and pedestrians, with priority 
for pedestrians.______________
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Efficient Regional Land Use patterns
• Density - Incorporate higher-density resi

dential uses in TOD precincts to increase 

vitality and provide more convenient ac

cess to services and transport. Use the fol
lowing baseline density guidelines:

• Mix - Provide timely and convenient ac

cess to services and facilities required to 
support people's daily needs, including an 
appropriate mix of commercial and retail 
services, jobs, community infrastructure 
and open space relevant to the context of 
the surrounding area.

• Adaptability - Ensure development deliv

ers a built form that is robust and flexible, 
allowing development to be adapted or 
redeveloped over time to vary uses, in

crease densities or increase employment 
intensity.

• Built form - Ensure development features 
high-quality subtropical design that maxi

mizes amenity, street activity and pedes

trian connectivity; with visual coherence 
and character.

• Social diversity and inclusion - Ensure 
development creates an environment 
that supports social inclusion and di

versity, including different age, cultural, 
employment and income groups.

• Social diversity and inclusion - Provide a 
mix of housing types, tenures and afford

ability to support social diversity.

• Social diversity and inclusion - Promote
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CONCLUSION

Even though there is no precise definition for the TOD 
analysis of the study, a working definitio concept; with the findings and 

n and a clarification could be made as;

TOD is a vibrant, relatively dense and pedestrianised mixed- 
development precinct, featuring quality public space and immediate 

access to high-frequency public transit.

This study has found that TOD approaches can differ significantly from place to place. 
depending upon circumstances such as differences in land development regulations, 
zoning ordinances, market forces, development opportunities, available transit services, 
and the regional economy. It is also observed that some physical design features of TOD 

may be critical, depending on the particular goals of the development. For that reason, 
it is important that goals of the TOD be defined early in its development. While the 

acceptance and adoption of TOD in established communities is an incremental process 

that may take decades to come to fruition, new technologies such as hybrid electric 

vehicles and hydrogen fuel cells add some degree of optimism for the future of transit 
to better serve suburbia as it exists today.

use

For instance, the Queensland region and Cleveland TOD developments have defined 

their goals from the very beginning and has been enacted-to-law which forced the 

developers on adhering to goals. However, it is further observed that though there 

is enforced law, with the prominent community participation design options and 

ideas have been negotiated according to the best suite.

It has been argued in chapter one that it is important to focus not only on whether or 
not ostensibly transit-oriented projects are built, but on the quality of those projects as 

measured by the functional outcomes of projects. The three main goals of TOD projects 

_ Ineatinn efficiency mobility, housmp and shopping choices; and value-recapture.and 

ran he measured and quantified. The definition presented herein avoids 

a purely physical view of TOD and acknowledges a continuum of success. This allows 

nuanced evaluation of projects, in contrast to the common practice of labeling

value-return -

a more
any project with certain features a success, regardless of how well or poorly it actually 

achieves the three main goals of TOD.

Further, with this analysis and study, it is possible to evaluate TOD projects in a new 

different approach to improving them. As described above, anlight, and to take a
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enhanced ability of the actors to work together, with the information 

provided by an experienced intermediary, 
are properly implemented.

Such a mix

and facilitation
can ensure that well-planned projects

of understanding, information, cooperation, and intermediation can both 

improve individual TOD projects and help move TOD into the mainstream of real 
estate products. TOD, to be sure, offers only one part of the solution to our urban 

problems. However, if brought up to scale, TOD can play a central role in creating 

more livable, sustainable, and socially just cities and regions. Society has found certain 

positive benefits from suburban life, which have lessened the capacity of traditional 
transit systems to serve the public. The forces and trends that reinforce suburbanization 

and thwart transit would not necessarily be a problem—some would argue that the 

suburban lifestyle, as chosen by many people through their home buying decision, 
should not be altered to accommodate transit, but rather transit should reinvent itself
to serve the suburbs or stay out of the suburbs altogether.
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